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Rank Orders for Each Sire-by-Dam Combination across the Two Water Depth Environments

**Figure A1:** Rank orders for each sire-by-dam combination across the two water depth environments for length of larval period (*A*), metamorph wet mass (*B*), metamorph morphology (residuals; *C*), and survival to metamorphosis (*D*).
Distribution of Correlation Coefficients of Independent Sire-by-Dam Family Rank Trait Scores across Two Water Depth Environments

Figure A2: Distribution of correlation coefficients of independent sire-by-dam family rank trait scores across two water depth environments (see “Material and Methods”). A, Length of larval period. B, Metamorphic duration. C, Metamorph wet mass. D, Metamorph morphology. E, Proportion of fertilized eggs completing metamorphosis.